Workshop on “Performing Under Pressure”
The Science of Leadership and Performance
Why do smart people fail? Why do technically brilliant individuals have trouble managing others
and collaborating on a team? It is not because they lack intelligence or technical skills. Far from it. What
they lack is a critical level of Emotional Intelligence (EI) and the ability to manage their own emotions and
others’ when they are under pressure.

Leadership and Emotional Intelligence
Whether you are a formal manager or want to increase your individual performance (or both),
this program will teach you the foundational and exceptional principles and brain science of Emotional
Intelligence (EI). You will become an undergraduate of human behavior: understanding what your brain
does under pressure and how that affects your decision making and the impact you have on others.

In this emotional intelligence leadership workshop, you will increase your personal leadership by
learning how to manage your emotions in your most difficult moments, enabling you to perform and lead
at your best, and connect with others in a more meaningful way.
In this program, you will:
 Learn the brain science of emotions that drives your behaviour under pressure
 Increase your awareness of the situations that put you at risk of having your emotions lead to
unskilful behaviour and poor decisions
 Learn practical strategies to help you respond more skilfully as pressure, tension and complexity
increase
 Identify patterns, triggers and emotional habits that either drive or derail your performance
 Learn to suspend judgment – become ‘more curious and less certain’ – to effectively engage and
influence others
 Understand how to be an effective coach and help others develop the skills to perform under
pressure
 Practice techniques through interactive exercises and develop an action plan to put those
strategies into practice

Special Learning



How Sports psychology effect on work place performance.
To treat Stress as a motivational factor. Change management and change leadership.

This workshop training program will help you improve your own personal leadership by learning to
manage your emotions and perform at your best when you are in high pressure situations. You will also
gain critical skills that will enable you to influence and coach others, regardless of your position in your
organization.
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Resource person - Lion.S.A.D.A.Subasinghe
- (Personality Development Training Sensei-パーソナリティ開発研修先生)

Profile of Mr.S.A.D.A.Subasinghe, declared to the Planters Association of Sri
Lanka by District PA chairman Kandy, at their Annual General Meeting.
At present Mr Ananda Subasingha is employed at an International Japanese Company in Sri
Lanka which opened doors to his success to be a HR Professional and Personality Development Sensei,
and also he is the Management Representative for the company for Social and Ethical Compliance both in
internationally and locally. The experience he gained in the plantation sector together with the Japanese
Management system he adopted at his current workplace inspired him to be a Personality Development
Trainer. He uses Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT) and Neuro linguistic Programme (NLP) for changing
behaviour and mind set of human and producing results through the use of various techniques. In the
meantime he is an expert on Toyota Production (TPS) and Monozukuri Systems which are structured and
effective consulting ways to implement continuous improvement in your organization. The amazing fact
of his personality development training is that his ability to stimulate others through Cognitive and
Emotional training by using emotional competence models used by Japanese psychologists. Up to now he
has conducted many training programmes for corporate and public leaders based on -“Workplace
Psychology and its effect on performance”. He has given abundant coverage to this topic via using the
“Sports Psychology”, since he has experienced leadership competencies in first class sports such as
Boxing & Rugby.
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